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FROM THE PAST
If you thought all good things must come to an
end, not so says Maison Interior’s Zoe Hubbard.
This month she explores the homes trends that
just won’t go away!

When it comes to trends, home
interiors is no exception, with designs,
colours, patterns and fabrics all going
full circle. But far from being predictable
and passé, they return modernised and
revitalised, offering something new
to the consumer. Here’s just 4 of my
favourites for 2017…

1 PATTERN POWER

Certain prints such as damask and
paisley are continually recycled in the
interiors industry, and this year is no
exception. What is different about
2017’s incarnation is that the subtle
tone-on-tone shades and delicate
prints of recent years, have given
way to bolder colours and oversized
pattern formations. Whether you opt
for an attention-grabbing wallcovering,
dramatically decadent curtains, or
a standout-piece of furniture, with
this extraordinary makeover, more is
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definitely more; so embrace it on a large
scale.

2 TERRACOTTA ARMY

Unbelievably terracotta has marched up
the ranks of interior trends for 2017. This
natural stone, largely relegated to garden
pots, is making a huge comeback, but
as you’ve never seen it before. Classic
and warm, it’s a perfect way to make
an ordinary space Mediterranean-chic.
Expect to see shades of terracotta
featuring in textiles - from beautiful
velvets, to exquisite weaves – as well as
wall and floor coverings. This time around
those glazed terracotta slabs of the 90s,
give way to untreated, natural tiles, in
exciting and contemporary shapes.

3 ARTS & CRAFTS

A favourite on the SS17 catwalk – Tory
Burch, Stella McCartney, Chloé – heritage
techniques such as pleating, weaving,
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quilting and smocking bring a touch of
class to home interiors. No, I’m not talking
1950s chintz quilts, but rather intricate
patterns on wallpaper and upholstery
fabrics; quilted velvet headboards with
geometric designs; and elegantly pleated
and smocked chair-backs. Interweaving
these traditional techniques within your
contemporary home furnishings, is the
perfect way to seamlessly blend past and
present.

4 GREEN ENVY

From sage green in the Victorian era,
to avocado in the 70s, the colour green
will feature strongly again this season.
Its natural tones remind us of nature and
growth, promoting good energy and
wellbeing…who doesn’t want some of
that? From classic tea green walls and
modern lime green splashbacks, to a
sumptuous vintage emerald velvet sofa,
the hue works perfectly throughout the
home. Looking to make an impact? Darker
shades of green will replace midnight
blues and navy as the latest must-have in
dark interiors. Experiment with a feature
wall if you’re feeling hesitant.
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